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Over the tøst five years, vinyl-franed wittdows have

goined an increased marlceî share in both new and retrofit

residential constuclion. This success has been due mainly

rc their low manufaduring cost and relatively good thermal

performance (i.e., total with double
'nlrr;¡rc 

between 0.50 Btu 2'X1 orø O.lO
"atunlff ."F [1.70 W/m2 wittdows into

"superwindows,"-windows with a U'value of 0.20

atr)n¡P."F (1.14 wtmz'K¡ or less that can act as passive

solar elements even on north'facing orientatíons in cold

climates-requires funher significant dectesses in heat

trorcfer through both the glazing system and the

frune/edge. Three-layer glazing systems (those with nuo

kn'-enrissiviry coatings and q low'conduaiviry gasfill) ofer
center-of-glass (J-values as low as 0. IO Btu/h'ff'"F (0.57
w/m2'K); such glazings are being manufaaurel today and

can be incorporated into e,xisting or nere vinyl fratne
profles. This paperfocuses on the use of a state-of'the-art
i nJr a r e d i m a g i n g sy s t em a nd a tw o4 i me ns io nal fi nit e4ífer-
ence model to improve the thermal performance of com-

ntercially ovailqble vinyl profiIes and glazing edge systems.

Such evaluative tools are er.tremely useful in identifying
e-utctly which components aù design features limit heat
trawfer and which act qs thermal short circuits. Such an
anai_vsis is not possible with conventional whole-window
resting in hot boxes, where testing uncertainties with super-
windows are ofien greater than proposed improvements.

II{TRODUCTIOIìf

Superwindows are very attractive from a design and
energy standpoint because they can act as Det energy
producers for a house on all orientations of a building over
the course of a heating season. Simulation studies have
shown that even north-facing windows with U-values from
0.17 to 0.10 Bru/h.ft2'.F (0.94 to 0.57 w/m2.t<¡ witt
outperform an insulated wall in a typical residence in a
northern climate (Arasteh et al. 1989; Sullivan and Selko-
witz 1985).

Today's vinyl-framed windows are among the most
energy-efficient windows available to consumers. A typical
high-performance vinyl-framed window is double ghznd
with one low-E coating, an argon gas fill, and an aluminum
glazing spacer, with a total window U-value of about 0.40

sions are very effective insulators when compared to

conventional aluminum products, the energy performance

of vinyl-framed windows is generally not optimized to its
full potential in the window design process. Previous

simulation studies have identified vinyl crosi sections as

likely candidates for improved products (Byars and Arasteh

re90).
Because of the high labor.costs involved in replacing

windows, utilities and homeowners who plan to retrofit

windows should consider obtaining windows with the

highest thermal performance available. To this end, a major

electricity wholesaler in the Pacihc Northwest is currently
promoting the development and use of advanced, highly

insulating vinyl-framed windows. It is planning to purchase

low-U-value vinyl-framed windows for 75 new homes and

100 retrofit homes in the Northwest. To quatify for this

program, the windows must be fixed or sliding vinyl-
io-.¿ windows with a U-välue of 0.20 Btu/h'ft2'"F (i.14
wlmz.x¡ or less.

High-performance windows, in addition to creating

energy and peak demand savings, will also increase occu-

pant comfort, allow designers the option of building homes

with larger window areas, and virtually eliminate interior

window condensation in all areas of the continental United

States. The objective of this research, supported by this

electricity wholesaler and the U.S. Department of Energy,

is to provide the technical base for the development of such

superwindows. To this end, infrared thermography was

used in combination with two-dimensional fini te-difference

heat transfer modeling to improve the thermal performance

of typical vinyl-framed window systers.

METHODOLOGÏ

A state-of-the-art infrared imaging radiometer was used

in combination with two-dimensional finite-difference heat

transfer modeling to identify design changes necessary for
the manufacture of vinyl-framed superwindows (Arasteh et

al. 1992). Hot-box testing was not used because of its
expense and uncertainty in distinguishing between products

with minor variations and with low U-values. U-values for
alt design prototypes are calculated according to the NFRC

U-value simulation procedure (NFRC 1991).

The infrared imaging radiometer was used to analyze

heat transfer through existing vinyl-framed windows and

prototype superwindows. This process produces an image,
Btu/h.ft2..F 7whT,. . However, because vinyl extru- known as a thermogram, which is a two-dimensional
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sentation of the spatial surface temp€rature distribution on

a window. These thermographic images can be used to

window. Figure 1 shows a cross section of a typical vinyl-

framed fixed window.
rilinddw heat transfer trends as well as total product U-

values can also be studied in det'ail using twodimensional

Edge-ol'C I rtss

Center-of-Cl ass
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Divider Edge
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Fìgure 2 Window comPonents ìn elevaion' Two4imen-

s ional finite4iference heat trørcfer Pro grams

are use¿ to calculate lt-values for each of the

witùow components. Thefratne may be mod'

eld as a series of subcomponents, including

the head, sill,ianb, arú' meeting rail profiles

as necessary. The total wi¡tdow U-value, U7,

is an area-weíghted tverage of the component

U-values.

Glazing unit
typically 3la'
to l" thick

Glazing
spacer

Hollow
e}ùusion
cavities

inches (63.5 mm) of the window sightline' The frame is

ãiui¿"¿'loto cross_sectional components corresponding to

the head, sill, jamb, and meeting rail profrles as necessary'

Fígure I

i.-Typically Z'lo {'-i

Cross section of a rypical vinyl-franed frxed
window. The frane has hollow ãtrusion

cavities separated by a vinyl webbing to Pro-
vide struclural suppon. Vinyl frarnes are

rypicatly 2 to 4 inches (50 to 100 ;nm) thíck at

the base. The glazing system is typically air-

or argon-filled, with one Iow-E coating arú a

total width of 3/4 to one inch (19 to 25 mm)'

Non-thermally-broken aluminum glazing spa-

cers are rypicalty used in this rype of window'

ßTSULTS

the main components of a window system'

Glazíng SYsten ÛnProvernentr

two gaps must

¡ have a low-E coating on one of the glazing surfaces

facing the gaP'

X
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. be filled with a low-conductivity gas'

. Þe the proper gap width for the gas used, and

. have cåating emissivities of less than 0'2 and ideally

less than 0.1.
Argon, the most.commonly used gas in gas-filled

windows, can be used very effectively in superwindow

designs. Each argon-filled gap must be between 7116 tn'

iif .i --l and It in. (12J mm) w.ide;-this will result in

ùsulating glass units as thick as 13la in' (34'9 mm)' Inzulat-

¡g gl^Ji"its this wide or th

rríoi a".igo changes to vi id

redasigning the frame and er

iornf"íi"g 
-tf"ti"t 

units, krypton- or krypton/argon-filled

;;;., *îõ1" "t 
llte h. (7.9 mm) thick each, can be used

ío'""hiuu" the samo (or even slightly higher) performance

than with argon alone. Table 1 presents glazing configura-

tions for aÑeving low center-of-glass U-values'

Other glazingsystem options, such as four-layer low-E

air- or g"t-îUøã"tigns, can be equally or more effective'

For the- remai¡der of this paper; which focuses on frame

and edge effects, we will assum'e the use of a high-perfor-

-l',"",-Uple-pane glazing unit with two 5/16-in' (7'9-mm)

krypton-friled-gaps, two low-E coatings of E : 0'08' and

a c"oter-of-glÃs U-vatue ¡f 0'116 Btu/h'ft2''F (0'660

wlm2.x.¡.

Frar¡e hnProvernentl

More than just superglazings are required to make a

superwindow. The good thermal performance of vinyl-

fo-"d windows is due to the relatively low thermal

conductivity of vinyl and the fact that vinyl frames are

hollow, thereby using trapped air to insulate' In order to

improve the performance over that of current vinyl extru-

siois, one must minimi zs the aggregate effect of conduc-

TABLE 1

Low U-Value Glazing Systern Requirernents

uç Btu/h'ft2"r (w¡.2'r) Glazino ootion

0.167
(0,949)

triple-glazed, two low-E coats of E -- O'2O,

arson filled 15132" (11.9 mm) saps

0.1 43
(0.813)

triple-glazed, two low-E coats of E : 0'10'
argon filled 7/16" (1 1 .1 mm) gaps

0.1 25
(0.709)

triple-glazed, two low-E coats of E = 0'05,
argon filled 15132" {11.9 mm} gaps

0.1 16
(0.660)

triple-glazed, two low-E coats of E = 0'08,
krypton filled 5/16" (7.9 mm) gaps

triple-glazed, two low-E coats of E = 0'05,
75 % kryPton, 25o/" argon filled

7 116' 11 1 . 1 mm) gaps

0.111
(0.633)

quadruPle-g lazed,

two low-E susPended films of E : 0'08,
krypton filled 5/16" (7.9 mm) gaos

0.1 00
(0.568)
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Aluminum

reinforcing
(thermal bridge)

region

Figure 3 Heat flaw pbt for the meeting rail of an

aluminum-reinfor ced vi ryl-fr anen w itúow as

modeled undcr NFRC winter corditiotu using
a two4imensional finite4ifrerence program
(EE 1991). The total heæ flow through thc
profile is 22.88&tu/h'f (22.æW/m), andthe
heat flow through adiacent Jlow lines (super-

imposed on the profile) is 0.46 Btulh'fi (0.44

W/m). The gluing spacers atù alwmínum

reinforcements (venical bar on far lefi of
profile ard H-shaped inember on right side of

regi UE :
'Ê uF:
.rt.

region. Figure 4 shows the same proñle, but with the

aluminum reinforcements replaced by vinyl. Total heat flow
in Figure 4 is less, but high heat flow through the weather-

stripped area is still a problem.
Heat trdnsfer across air cavities within the proñle is

dependent on convective and radiative mechanisms' rù/hile

convective loops may set up in a small cavity, such as those

seen when looking at a cross-sectional schematic of the

profile, evidence of convection in the third dimension,

along the length of the extrusion cavity, has been detected

using infrared therrrographic imaging. A commercially

available fixed vinyl-framed window with exterior dimen-

sions of 16 inches wide by 24 inches high was subject to a

65"F (18'C) tempereture differential between the exterior
and interior sides. The interior (warm side) surface temper-

Heøt Jtow platfor the meeting raìl of a vinyl-

Ir"-"d window an mod¿led utúer NFRC

win er conditions using a n+'o4imercionøl

finite4iference program (EE 1991). The heat

flow through the reinforcement area (Figure 3)

has been significantly decreased by replacing

the øluminwn reinforcements with vinyl. The

total heat Jlow through the profile is 21.63

Btulh'fi (20.79 W/m), ørú the heøt tlow
through adjacent flow lincs is 0.46 Btu/h'fi
(0.44W/m). The shon pathlcngth throughthe

meetíng rail weatherstrip contríbutes to relø-

tively high heat flo regíon. Us
: 0.422 Btu/h'Í/' 'K) aúUç
= 0.875 Btulh.f . 'K).

Figure 4

atures were then measured with an infrared imaging

radiometer. The thermographic image (Figure 5) revealed

a temperatirre gradient between the top and bottom of the

frame, with the bottom of the frame being cooler than the

c t0.1'C). The test was

em with a center-of-glass U-
71\¡//m2'K). As this glazing

had a very uniform edge temperature profile, the frame

temperature gradient is due to convective heat transfer

insiãe the hollow cavities of the vinyl extn¡sion' In order to

reduce the convective heat transfer, the sizp of the air

cavities must be reduced and/or the cavities must be

eliminated in a way that does not increase the solid conduc-

tion through the frame. Three methods of reducing this

convective heat transfer were analyzed.
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parøllel to the gtazing surface' The maximum'

thehollow ettrusion cavities creotes a temPer-

ature gradient between the top (region #4'.

averoge temperature 62.9'F [17'2"C]) and
ture

the
unit

2

Figure 5

3

The size of the air cavities can be reduced by adding

thin vinyl webbings within the extrusion cavities in

addition to the structural webbings already present'

This can be done as part of the extrusion process'

Computer modeling using a two-dimensional heat

transfer program (EE 1991) was performed,for four

possible 
-*"Lbing 

configurations of a fixed-window

iinyl profile. The window was modeled with the high-

p"rfoirn*"" triple-pane glazing unit and an insulating

,p"""r. Webbings parallel to the direction of heat flow

reduced the frame U-value by l4%, as did webbings

configured in a cross-hatch pattern' rJ/ebbings perpen-

<licular to the direction of heat flo*' reduced the frame

U-value by 31% 'T\e effect on the edge-of-glass region

is much less, as shown in Table 2'

Itil



TABLE 2
Addition of Thin Webbings to a Standard
Fixed-Window Vinyl Frame with an Iruulating Spacer'

U-values Btu/h.ft2.'F fw/m2.K)

U^ UF UE U-

No additional webbings 0.1 16
(0.6s9)

0.310
(1 .761t

0.1 98
(1 .12s1

0.1 79
(1 .017)

Parallel to heat flow 0.116
(0.659)

0.265
(1.505)

0.1 92
(1.091t

0.1 68
(0.954t

Cross-hatched 0.1 16
(0.6s9)

0.266
(1 .51 1t

0.1 89
11.o74l

0.167
(0.949)

Perpendicular to heat flow 0.1 16
(0.659)

0.213
(1.210t

0.190
(1.0791

0.1 56
(0.886)

U-velue calcula¡ions based on NFRC AA size 24' x 48" (0.61 m x 1 .22 ml, frame cross soct¡on 4" wido at bese
with 2.5" projected orea and a high-performanco triple-glazing with an insulating spacer. (NFRC 1991)
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Fígure 6 Comparison of warm-side suface temperature datafrom infrarei images of the lefi side of a standard vinyl-
.framet cosement witúow ørú a vinylfianed casement wittdow with a low-E baffIe. Both windows werefitted
with clear, air-fllcd, double-glazed IG units with aluminum glazing spacers. The windows were subject to a
temperature diferential of 38'F (21 "C) and a col.d-side wind speed estimated at 7 mph parallel to the glazing
surface. The higher surfaæ temperatures of the frame filled with ø low-E baffle indicate better thermal
performance than that of the sturúard frarne. Low surface temperatures at the sash/edge-of-glass interface
indicate thermal bridging due to the øluminum glazing spacers.

Frame Region Sash Edge-of-Class

Normalized to Tint = 32.0 F
and Tamb = ?0.0 F

Casement window
Close up view of left side

Hollow Extrusion 

-

Low-E Baffle Filled ...'."".''

Center-of-Glass
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Figure 7

frlling of lineals will result in contaminated vinyl scrap'

which currently cannot be recycled. The material cost,

disposal cost, and landfill penalty for nonrecycled scrap

provide a substantial disincentive to foam filling. The

second problem is that screw holes and weep holes are

currently punched into the lineals using a mechanical

punch that is inserted into the hollow lineal cavity. If
the lineals are foam frlled before cutting to size, the

foam will interfere with the punching operation. One

might try to avoid this by scraping out some of the

foam, but any additional step in manufacturing adds

time and expense. I-astly, foam filling may interfere

with the weep holes in the frame. Advanced foam-

filling methods, such as the use of coextruded PVC
foams, may solve the recyclability problem and also

give better thermal performance. These methods are

currently the subject of investigation in the window
industry.

S¡ncer lmprovernentr

Heat flow through a window is at a maximum along the

path of least thermal resistance, sometimes called the

DisLance from outer frame edge (inches)

Comparison of warm-side surface temperature datafrom infrared images oÍtle le!-t :id::{: ''y'!:^4*3,
windowfor three differentlramefitls. AII three witdows werefinedwith an R-8 h'ff'"F/Btu (R-1.41 m''K/w)

center-;f-ghss tC i¡n a thermally brol<cn spacer. The witùows were subiect to 4 temperature diferential of

65 "F (36"C) and a cold-side wind speed estimated at 7 mph para

profiles are plottedfor the standard hollaw qtrusion, thefrarne

The higher sudace temPerntures of the foan-fiIled frane ønd

thermal performance tiran thu of the iandord frime, Low surface temperatures at the sash/edge-of-glass

interføce ittdicste significant thermal bridging due to the thermally brolczn glazing spøcers'

y improved vinYl frames

the glazing sPacer often

to heat ¡o.,¡¿. 4fi¡minum

spacers are the weakest link in an advanced glazing system

and significantly degrade the overall thermal performance

of the window. The effect ôf metal spacers is clearly seen

with the use of infrared imaginþ. Infrared thermography

to the frame and center-of-glass regions.

Current aluminum spacers that are not thermally broken

have an R-value on the order of O'01 h'É'"F/Btu (0'OO2

mz'XnV¡,'and computer modeling indicates that even the

best thermally broken spacers on the market today have an

R-value of aiproximateìy 1.0 h'ft2''F/Btu (0.18 m2'KAv)

or less. Computer simulations indicate that the inclusion of

an improved thermally broken space.r in a high-performance

window system will provide a significant decrease in total

window U-values. Replacing a conventional thermally

broken spacer with a hypothetical R-2 sPacer in a triple-

Normalized to 70 0 F ambient
Lemperature and AT = 65.0 F

Fixed window
Close Up View of LefL Side

Center of GlassFrame Region

Foam

Sash

Low-e

Foam

Edge of Glass

(2.5" from SÍght Line)

Filled

Baffl e

Extr us i on
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0123456
Distance from outer frame edge (inches)

was initially identified using infrared thermography and

later confirmed with two-dimensional heat transfer model-

ing. A foam-ñlled, vinyl-framed fixed window with a high-

p€rformsnce triple-pane glazing and an insulating spacer

was bth simulated and tested using the infrared imaging

system. The computer simulation indicates that two methods

of reducing this heat flow are the inclusion of a thermal

break at the frame/gl¡zing interface and recessing the

glazing spacer below the sightline of the window. The

findings are as follows.

1. A low-therm¡l-conductivity foam strip can be used in
place of conventional glazing tape in order to create a

therm¡l break between the frame and the glazing'

Computer modeling indicsÛe.s that this modification will
improve the overall performance of a typical zuperwin-

dow by about 5 % where metal glazng spacers are used

but will not significantly increase the performance

where insulating spacers are used' Infrared tasting of a
prototype window system confirms that this modifica-

tion will produce a sm¡ll effect when the low-thermal-

conductivity foam strip is added on the warm side of
the glazing but will have no effect when used on the

cold side of the glazing. To date, laboratory tests have

not quantitatively determined the effect of this type of
modificstion.

2. 'lVhile a thermal break between the frame and glazing

will reduce the heot transfer between those two com-

ponents, the path of least resistance to heat flow may

be through the glass itself. The high thermal conduc-

tivity of glass provides a direct link between the

glazing spacer and the exterior or interior conditions'

To reduce this link, the glazing spacer can be recessed

into the frame with respect to the sightline of the

window. For a recess depth of one-half nch (I2'7
mm), computer simulation indicate.s a greater than l0%

overall U-value decrease when using metal glazing

spacers and a 3 % ¡o 5% overall U-value decrease when

using insulating glazing spacers in a fixed vinyl-framed

superwindow. Modeling results are summariTÊd n
Table 4.
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Fígurv I Warm-side surface temperqtures for the lcfi
side of the frame atú edge of a foam-fiIled,
vinytfiamed ftxd window as computed using

a two-dimensional finite4ifference Program
and as measurd using infrared thermographic

imaging. Thewindowwas subjed to 4temPer-

ature dffereüial of 65"F (36"C), ørù the

cold-side wird. speed is estimated. at 7 mph

parallcl to the ontY

signíficant dffe uted

and neasured th¿

frane/gtass interface and ß most lil<ely duc to

the use of convective film coeficients ín thc

rnodel, which do not nccurøtely represent edge

condìtiotts (Arasteh et aI. 1992).

glurÀ, frxed vinyl-framed superwindow will lower the tot¡l
*io¿olr, U-value by 6%. Table 3 gives a matrix of simulat-

ed total winclow U-values as a function of spacer type for

a standard fixed vinyl frame, a foam-ñlled fixed vinyl

frame, and a vinyl-framed horizontal slider with aluminum

reinforcements in the meeting rail. We ñnd that, in all

window, as shown in Figure 10.

Frame/Gl¡zlng Intertace

coNcLUsloNs

Vinyl-framed superwindows can be a sigrrificant

componãnt in improving the thermal performance of both

new- and retrofit residential building envelopes' Rapid

products. This study identifies design changes necessary to

tum typical double-glazed vinyl windows into superwin-

dows. While this study has focused on fixed window

configurations, the trends of U-value changes with design

and material modifications are valid for nonfixed windows'

The glazing spacer creates a tbermal bridge between the

inner and outer glazing, thus the interface of tbe frame and

glazing tends to be a region of high heat flow' This effect

28.t



TABLE 3

ioøl wir,¿ow U-Values vs. Spacer^Type'
u¡ot"¡ Btu/h.ft2.'F (w/m2 c)

horizontal slider hollow fìxed frame foam-fìlled* fixed frame

Aluminum spacer o.232
(1.317)

0.245
(1.3s1)

o.210
(1.192)-

R1 spacer 0.195
(1.10Ð

0.188
(1.06Ð

0.'t51
(0.8sÐ

R2 spacer 0.185
(1.0s0)

0.177
(1.oos)

0.137
(0.r/8)

R3 spacer 0.180
(1.o22)

0.169
(0.s60)

0.132
(0.74s)

R5 spacer 0.177
(1.oos)

0.166
(0.s43)

o.126
(0.715)

R7 spacer 0.175
(0.se4)

0.164
(0.e31)

0.126
(0.715)

. U-valus calculat¡ons basod on NFRC AA size, lrame cross sect¡on 4- w¡de at base with 2.5" projocted aroa and a h¡gh-

perf ormance triplo-glaz¡ng.

" lnc?easo overall U-valuc by 496 when using vinyl webbing rather than the foam-fill or aluminized polyestsr till options'

VinYl Slider lffi
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Graph of modeled total win¿ow U-values

verstLe 4 range of glazing spacer R-values.

Thermal performønce is calculated for a 2-ft-

by-a-Ít faed vinyl-franed window for both

hollow and foam-fiIled exrusion cavities.

Thermal peformance is also calculated for a
3-ft-by-s-fi vinyl'framed horizontal sliding
window with aluminum meeting rail reinþrce-
ments. The modeled sizes reere chosen such

that the glazing edge to total window area

ratios are the sa¡ne. Significant performance

gains are obtained by replacirtg a conventional

dual-seal aluminum spacer with an insulating

(R-1) spacer or a hlytothetical R-2 spdcer'

::34
D's'ionce from lelt side of frome (inches)

Simutued warm-side surface temPerature

prortbs for a hollow vinyl-frarned faed win-

dow subjecl to NFRC winter cotúitions. Pro-

files are shown for the frane a¡d the 2.5-in.

edge-of-glass region. The wi¡ùow wa¡ mod-

eled with a dual-seal aluminum spacer, an R-l
spacel, a¡ú an R-2 spacer. In all cases, a

le glazing wilh a ccnter-

t16 Btu/lt.ff."F (0.ffi
The sluminum spacer

gives the lowest sudace temperqtures, indicat-

ing poor thermal performance. The R-2 spacer

brings the edge temperature closest to that of
the frame, givíng a 38% decrease in total heat

Jlow through the window.

7 580

Figure 9 Figure 10

rjto(or = o 18 (Btu/hr ll2 F)

R2 sPacer
R1 sPacer

Aluminum sPacer
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Utotol = 0 '19 (Btulhr lt2 F)

\r,o,o, = o25 (Btú/hr rt2 F)
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TABLE 4
Modified Frame/Glazing Interface for Fixed-Window Vinyl Profiles'

U¡
Btu/h.ft¿'F
(w/m2'rl

Uf
Btu/h.ft2 .'F

(w/m2'rl

Ur
Btu/h'ft2'"F
(w/m2.Kl

Foam-filled frame 0.1 16
(0.659)

0.300
(1.7031

o.275
(1.s61t

0.208
(1.1811

Foam-filled with
insulating trim strip

0.1 16
(0.6s9)

0.280
(1.s90t

0.259
11.4711

0.199
(1 .1301

Foam-filled with
recessed glazing

0.1 16
(0.6s9t

0.304
11.7261

0.181
(1.028t

0.1 86
(1.056)

lnsulatino soacer

us up

Btu/h'ft2'"F Btu/h'ft2 
"F(wlm2.r) (w/m2'Kl

Uu

Btu/tr.tt2 "r
(w/m2'K)

Ur
Btu/h'ft2 

"F
(w/m2'r)

Foam-filled frame 0,1 16
(0.6s91

0.1 94
(1.101

0.176
(1.001

0.1 53
(0.8691

Foam-filled with
insulating trim sttip

0.1 16
(0.6s91

0.187
(1.061

0.173
(0.983)

0.1 51
(0.857)

Foam-filled with
recessed glazing

0.1 16
(0.6s9t

0.199
(1 .13)

0.1 43
(0.8121

o.147
(0.8351

U-valuecalculationsbasedonNFRCAAsize24"x43" (0.61 mx1.22m),framecrosssection4"wideatbase

with 2,5" projocted area snd e high-pelormence triplo-glazing.

In general, one must work harder to achieve lower U-values

in nonfixed windows due to solid conduction through more

complex frames and meeting rails, but it can be done. The

recommended dasign changes are summnrized in Figure 11

and include the following:

1. The window must be fitted with a high-perfonnance
glazing unit. I-ow center-of-glass U-values are achieved

with a three-glazinglayer design with two glazing

cavity gaps. Each of the two gaps must have a low-E

coating on one ofthe glazing surfaces facing each gap.

The gap must be fiUed with a low-conductivity gas'

such as argon or krypton, ¡nd be the proper gap width

for the gas used. The low-E coatings should have

emissivities of less than 0.2 and ideally less than 0.1.

2. The high-performance glazing unit should be con-

structed with a thermally broken insulating sPacer.

3. The window frame should be constructed of a low-

thermal-conductivity material, such as vinyl. Frame

cross sections should be as wide as possible to maxi-

mize the path length for conductive heat transfer.

Convective and radiative heat transfer within large air
cavities of a frame profile can be significantly reduced

by frlling the cavity with an expanded foam fill, a low-
emissivity baffle, or by placing additiohal thin vinyl
webbings in the cavity perpendicular to the direction of
heat transfer. Metal reinforcements within the frame

should be avoided. Conductive path lengths at meeting

rail weatherstrips should be maximized.
4. Heat transfer at the frame/glazing interface ca¡ be

reduced by recessing the glazing into the frame profile
and by using an insulating glazing tape between the

warm-side glazing surface and the frame.
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